• A **negative** is a word that means “no,” such as *not, never, nobody, nowhere,* and contractions with *n’t.*
• Do not use two negatives in the same sentence.
• You can fix a sentence with two negatives by removing one.

Correct each sentence by removing one of the negatives. Then rewrite the sentence.

1. Imagine if we didn’t know *nothing* about dinosaurs.
   ________________________________________________________________

2. What if there wasn’t *no* place you could go to see their bones?
   ________________________________________________________________

3. Maybe you never thought *nothing* about it.
   ________________________________________________________________

4. A long time ago, people weren’t *never* interested in studying dinosaurs.
   ________________________________________________________________

5. There wasn’t *no* effort made to keep bones and other items that were found.
   ________________________________________________________________

6. We didn’t have *no* ways to know how these animals lived.
   ________________________________________________________________

7. There weren’t *no* museums like there are today.
   ________________________________________________________________

8. Years ago, there wasn’t *no* one who wanted to search for dinosaurs.
   ________________________________________________________________